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Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over an algebraically 
closed field K of prime characteristic p. If x is a character of a Bore1 sub- 
group B of G, the (dual) Weyl module corresponding to x is the group 
Ho(x) of global sections of the induced line bundle L(x) on G/B. In [8] we 
introduced a “very strong linkage” relation which is more stringent than 
the strong linkage relation of Andersen [2] and obtained a generalization 
of his strong linkage principle concerning the composition factors of p(x). 
Another result of Andersen [3] gives a sufficient condition for the 
irreducible module M, of highest weight I to be a composition factor of 
multiplicity 1 in g’(x). The condition has two parts: 
(i) x lies strictly between two successive parallel reflecting hyper- 
planes for the alline Weyl group W,, and i is obtained by reflecting x in 
one of these. 
(ii) ,? is maximal among the weights strongly linked to x. 
In this paper we generalize this theorem, removing (i) and replacing strong 
linkage in (ii) with very strong linkage (Theorem 3.1). Our result is 
stronger than Andersen’s when x is p-singular, that is, x lies on a reflecting 
hyperplanc for W,. 
As in [S], we use exact sequences of modules over minimal parabolic 
subgroups P,, as well as the fact that the result we desire can be shown 
directly for P, (Proposition 2.1). The arguments for getting the result for G 
are then modifications of Andersen’s method. 
We also show the existence of a nonzero intertwining homomorphism 
Ho(x) --) p(1) (Theorem 4.1). If x - 2 is in the direction of a simple root, 
we give a general formula for the character of the image of such a 
homomorphism (Proposition 4.2). 
The notation is standard and is explained in detail in [S]. In particular, 
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B is a Bore1 subgroup corresponding to the negative roots. The usual 
p-adic exponential valuation of an integer n is denoted u,,n. The symbol 
[L : M] denotes the multiplicity of an irreducible module M as a com- 
position factor in a module L. The length of an element M’ of the Weyl 
group W is denoted I()(‘). 
1. VERY STRONG LINKAGE 
For convenience, we repeat some definitions from [S]. Let x, ,u E X, and 
let CI be any root. 
DEFINITION 1. p a-reflects up to 1 if x = s, p + ncr, where 0 <n < 
(x + p, CI” ), and u,,n > o,,(x + p, ~1” ). 
DEFINITION 2. ,u is a-linked to x if there exists a sequence {pi ) 0 ,< i < r} 
in A’, such that p0 = p, pr = x, and, for i > 0, p, _, a-reflects up to p;. 
If p is E-linked to x, and )V E W, then ~$7 . p is u(a)-linked to M’ .x. 
If (x + p, a ” ) > 0, take the largest integer m such that 0 < m < (x + p, a ” ) 
and uP~z > u,(x + p, ~1” ), and define 
t, . x = s, . x + ma, 
so that t% .x a-reflects up to x. If IVE W. then 
w.(t, .x)=t,.,,, .(w.x). 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) If O<n < (x+p, a”) and u,n>v,(~+p, a”), then 
I- na is a-linked to x. 
(ii) If p is a-linked to x, p #x, and p # s, .x, then ,U is a-linked to 
t, ‘X. 
(iii) If p is a-linked to x, and ,u # x, then p is ( -a)-linked to s, . x. 
Proof: Let m be the integer in the definition of t, .x. 
(i) By maximality of m, m 3 n and m + n > (x + p, a ” ). Then, 
O<m-n<2m-(x+p,a”)=(t;x+p,a”), 
v,(m - n) > u,(x + p, a ” ) = up( t, . x + p, a ” ), 
so that x - na = S, . (t, . x) + (m - n)a a-reflects up to t, . x, which a-reflects 
up to x. 
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(ii) Take a sequence {pi 1 O<i<r) as in Definition 2. Here r 2 1, 
since p # x. No element of X can a-reflect up to s, .x, since 
(s, . x + p, CI” ) = -(x + p, CY ” ) < 0. Since p #s, . x, it follows that pL, , # 
s, .x, and so 
where 0 < n < (x + p, a ” ), u,,n > u,(x + p, LX” ). By maximaiity of m, m >, n. 
If m = n, then Pi- , = t, . x. If m > n, then, as in the proof of (i), m - n < 
(t,.X+P,z”)andu,(m-n)>u,(t;X+p,cr”). By (i). prP, isrx-linked to 
t, x. Hence ~1 is a-linked to t, . x. 
(iii) As in (ii), take a sequence { pl ( 0 d id Y>, Y 3 1. Then p = 
s, .PI +w where 0 d n < (p, + p, ~1” ), uPn > uP(pLI + p, CY” ). Since 
(kl + p, c( ” ) = (s, ,u, + p, ( -LX) ” ), it follows from (i) that ,U is ( - cr)-linked 
to s, .pLI. For i> 1, s, ‘pip, (--a)-reflects up to s, .pi, by the remark 
following Definition 2. Hence p is ( -x)-linked to s, . x. This proves the 
lemma. 
DEFINITION 3. p is very strongly finked to x if there exists a sequence 
{pi IO d id r) in X such that p0 = cc, plr = x, and, for i > 0, there exists a 
positive root olj such that pi-, is cc,-linked to pi. 
This is a partial order relation. If x E X+ - p, and w E W, then u’ . x is 
very strongly linked to x. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let PLEA’, XEX+ - p, u’ E W, and suppose p is uery strongly 
linked to w x. Then, for all y in W, y . p is uer.y strongly linked to x. 
Proof (a) If p = IV. x, then y p = yw. x is very strongly linked to x, 
since yii’ E W. 
(b) If p is a-linked to M’ . x, and p # u’ . x, then p is also (-@)-linked 
to s,i~ . x, by Lemma l.l(iii). Applying y, we see that y . p is y(a)-linked to 
yiv . x and also ( - y( a))-linked to ysX u’ x. Since yit’ . x and ysI w . x are both 
very strongly linked to x, it follows, whether y(a) is positive or negative, 
that y p is very strongly linked to x. 
(c) In general, let {pi 1 0 d i 6 r} be as in Definition 3. By (a), we can 
take r > 0 and use induction on r. Choose z in W such that z. p, E X+ - p. 
By the induction hypothesis, 2. p, is very strongly linked to x. By (b), y ~1 
is very strongly linked to z . p, . Hence y p is very strongly linked to K. This 
proves the lemma. 
We need some additional information in a particular case of the above 
situation. 
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LEMMA 1.3. Let .UE X, XE X+, w E W, and suppose that p is a-linked to 
w. x but p # w. x. If y E W, then either 
(i) there exists a character 71, not in X+ -p, such that y .,u is verl 
strongly linked to z and n is very strongly linked to x, or 
(ii) y .p is nl-‘(cc)-linked to x. 
Also, y p # x unless p = s, IV. x. 
Proof: Note that, if case (i) holds, then 71 # 1, and so y .fi # x. Suppose 
that (i) does not hold. 
If y(a) is a positive root j3, take 71 = JJM’. x. If y(cr) is a negative root -B, 
take n = ys, it’. x. As in part (b) of the proof of Lemma 1.2,~’ . p is p-linked 
to n, and rr is very strongly linked to x. Thus rc EX+ -p, so that 71 =x. 
Since 1 E X + , we have yir = 1 if J’(E) = B, ys,p~= 1 if y(a) = -8. In either 
case, fi= am’, so that (ii) holds. 
IfJv.p==, theny.p=J,ic.X ory.p=-ps,w.X. Since p#z.x, it follows 
that p= s, ~1’. x This proves the lemma. 
2. COHOMOLOCY MODULES AND MINIMAL PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS 
Let CY be an element of the set S of simple roots, and let P, be the 
corresponding parabolic subgroup of G. If x E X, the P,-module 
@(P,/B, x) is known completely and explicitly [ 11. If (x + p, c( ” ) > 0, then 
@(P,/B, x) has a unique irreducible submodule M,(X). If (x + p, c( ” ) d 0, 
then I?‘(P,/B, x) = 0, and then we also write M,(X) = 0. We set 
/‘j\,(x)= {VEX 1 (p++, CC” )>O, piis a-linked to t, .x}. 
(This is the empty set if (x+p, c( “) 60, so that t, .x is not defined.) It 
follows from [ 1 ] that p(P,/B, x) = M,(X) if, and only if, A,(x) is empty. 
We remark that s, .x # A,(x), and also that, if p E/~\,(X), then Al(~) c 
AZ(X). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There exist exact sequences of P,-modules 
0 + M,(X) --f @(P,lB, xl -+ Q,(x) + 0, 
0 + C,(x) --, H’(f’,IB, s, .x) + M,(X) + 0, 
where each composition factor of Q,(x) or C,(x) has the form M,(p), where 
p~/jJx). If Ati is nonempty, then 
CQ,(x): M,(t, .x)1 = CC,(x): M,(t, .x)1 = 1. 
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Proof. By Serre duality, H’(P,/B, s, .x) has the same composition fac- 
tors as @(P,/B, x), but in reverse order [6]. Thus we need prove only the 
assertions about EC’(P,/B, x). By [8, Proposition 21, we have the first exact 
sequence, where each composition factor of Q,(x) has the form M,(p), 
where p is m-linked to x, (p + p, ~1” ) > 0, and p # x. Since (s, . x + p, ~1” ) = 
-((~+p,a”)<O, Lemma l.l(ii) implies that ~EEJx). 
If A,(x) is nonempty, then (x + p, a” ) = up’+’ + bp’, where a>O, 
O<h<p. Let 
rn=(X,u”)=up’+’ +(h-l)p’+(p-l)p’-‘+ ..‘+(p-1). 
Then the weights of p( P,/B, x) are x - ia, 0 d i 6 m, each occurring once, 
and those of M%(X) are the x- ia for which (7) f 0 (mod p). The least 
value of i for which (y) z 0 (mod p) is i = hp’ [ 1, Lemma 2.31, and so the 
highest weight in Q%(x) is x-@‘cc = t, .x, occurring once. Hence [Q,(x): 
M,(t, x)] = 1. This proves the proposition. 
LEMMA 2.2. Jf 1 E X-+, u’ E W, p E AJw. x), then [H’(p): M,] = 0, for 
all i. 
Proojl Let yE W, y.pLE X+ - p. If M, is a composition factor of H’(p), 
then 1 is strongly linked to ~7. p, by [2]. By Lemma 1.2, )‘. p is (very) 
strongly linked to x. Hence y. p = x. By Lemma 1.3, p = s,u’ . x. This is 
impossible, by the remark preceding Proposition 2.1. This proves the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Every composition factor of H’(G/P,, M,(X)) is a com- 
position factor of H’(X) or of some Hj(,u), where p E /j,(x). 
Proof This is a restatement of [8, Lemma 33, using Proposition 2.1. 
We recall from [l] that, if (x + p, ~1” ) 2 0, then 
H’(X) = H’(GIP,, ff’(P,l& x)1, 
H’+‘& .x)= H’(G/P,, H’(P,/B, s, .x)). 
For convenience, we record [S, Lemma 43 here. 
LEMMA 2.4. If (x + p, u ” ) 2 0, then there exist long exact sequences 
... + H’CGIP,, M,(X)) -+ H’(X) + H’(GIP,, Q.(x)) + . . . . 
. . . + H’+‘(s, .x) + H’(G/P,, M,(X)) + H’+‘(G/P,, C,(x)) + ... 
where the P,-modules Q,(x) and C,(x) are as in Proposition 2.1. 
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We need some further information on composition factors of the 
modules H’( G/P,, M,(x)). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (i) Zf XEX+ -p, we W, E.EX+, and [H’(G/P,, 
M,( u’. I)): M,] # 0, then I is very strongly linked to x. 
(ii) Z~XEX+, M’E W, p~/‘,\,(w.~), then [H’(G/P,, M,(p)): Mx] =O, 
for all i. 
(iii) Zf 1 E X+, w E W, and w ‘(ct ) is a positive root, then 
[H’(G/P,, A4Jw.x)): MJ = 1 if i=/(w), 
=o if‘ i#I(w). 
Proof: (i) If M, is a composition factor of H’(G/P,, M,(~c. x)), then by 
Lemma 2.3, M;, is a composition factor of some H’(p), where p is a-linked 
to 1~’ x. By [S], E. is very strongly linked to y .p, where YE W, 
y./.lEX+ - p. By Lemma 1.2, 1” is very strongly linked to x. 
(ii) If M, is a composition factor of H’(G/P,, M,(p)), then, by 
Lemma 2.3, M, is a composition factor of some H’(A), where A= p or 
A E A,(p). In either case, A E A,( w . x), contradicting Lemma 2.2. 
(iii) Since (~~.x+p,~“)=(x+p, n~~‘(c()“)>O, Lemma2.4 gives an 
exact sequence 
Hip’(G/P,, QJw.x))- H’(G/P,, M,(w.x)) 
-H’(w.x)+H’(G/P,, Q,(w.x)). 
By (ii) and Proposition 2.1, ~4, is not a composition factor of any 
H’( G/P,, Q,(w . x)). Thus, 
[H’(G/P,, M,(w .x)): M,] = [H’(w.x): M,], 
and the desired result follows from [3, Proposition 2.5, Theorem 2.61. This 
proves the proposition. 
We generalize the last statement as follows. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose x E X+, M’E W, and ul-‘(a) is a positive root. 
Suppose Q is a P,-module whose composition factors are M,(w ‘x), with 
multiplicity 1, and possiblv certain M,(p), where p E A,(w . x). Then 
CH’(G/f’,, Q,; M,l = 1 if i= I(w), 
=o if i#l(w). 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.5, the result holds if Q = M,(w .x). We use 
induction on the dimension of Q, and we may assume Q # M,(w .x). 
(a) Suppose Q has a minimal submodule M,(p), where p E A,( \t’. x), 
so that we have an exact sequence 
Then we have an exact sequence 
H’(G/P,, M,(p)) --f H’(GIP,, Q, + H’(GIP,, Q,)- ff’+‘(GIP,, M,(P)). 
By Proposition 2.5(ii), M, is not a composition factor of any 
H’(G/P,, M,(pL)), and so 
CH’(GIP,, Q): M,l = CH’(GIJ’,, Q,): M,l. 
Application of the induction hypothesis gives the result. 
(b) If the assumption in (a) does not hold, then take a maximal sub- 
module QZ of Q. Since M,(M’ . x) occurs only once in Q, we have an exact 
sequence 
O-+Qz -Q-M,(PL)+O, 
where p E /~\J\v. 1). An argument similar to (a) gives the result. This proves 
the lemma. 
3. COMPOSITION FACTORS WITH MULTIPLICITY 1 
We can now prove a generalization of Andersen’s theorem [3, 
Theorem 3.11. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let I., 1 E A’+. Suppose that A # x, 2 is very strongI?, linked 
to x, and that A is maximal (with respect to the vet-13 strong linkage relation) 
among all elements of X with these properties. Then, [p(x): M,] = 1. 
Proof. As in [3], choose a reduced expression for the longest element 
of w, 
M’o = SZl.TI? “‘S,,, cl; ES, 
and set x0 = x, x, = s,, .I~~,, j= 1, . . . . N. The N roots s,, . “s,,_ ,(a,) are 
distinct and are all the positive roots [4, p. I%], and 
so that Lemma 2.4 can be applied. 
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By definition of very strong linkage, ;I is a-linked to x, for some positive 
root ~1. Since I #s, .x, it follows, from Lemma l.l(ii) and the maximality of 
A, that A= t, .x. There is a unique number k, such that 
a=s,, . ..SZkm.((xk). 
Suppose M, is a composition factor of some H’(G/P,, Q,(x,-,)) or 
H’( G/P,, C&_ I )). By Proposition 2.1, Mi, occurs in #(G/P,,, M,(p)), 
where p E A,(xjp, ). If 2’ is an element of W chosen so that J’. p E X+ - p, 
then A is very strongly linked to p’ .pL, by Proposition 2.5(i). By Lemma 1.3 
and the maximality of A, it follows that A = I’. ,D and that R is 
s 2, ” .S 9,~, (a,)-linked to x. Thus, s,, . ..s.,- ,(a,) = c(, so that j= k. We have 
shown 
CH’(GIf’,, Qa,(Xj- I)): ML1 ~0, if j# k, (1) 
CH’W’,,, C,(x,-, 1): M,l = 0, if j# k. (2) 
Since slkm- I .s,,(cr)=cc,, and s,~~, . ..s., .x=x~+,, we have 
S 3Ll-, ..’ s,, .A = tcq . Xk I 
We can apply Lemma 2.6, with A, s,~ ~, . s,, , elk in place of x, IV, a, and 
Q,,(xkp ,) or C’,,(x/,- ,) in place of Q. Hence, 
CHk- ‘(W’,,~ Q,,(xk 1)): M,l= 1, (3) 
CH’CGIP,,, C,,(xk ~, 1): MAI = 0, if i#k-1. (4) 
From Lemma 2.4, we have exact sequences 
H’(G/‘f’x,, M,(x,- ~))-H’(x,~I)~H’(G/P,,, Qct,(Xj-l))- 
H’+‘(x~) --+ H’(G/‘Pa,t M,(x,-~ 1)) + H’+ ‘(G/‘Pz,> C,(X, 1)). 
By (2) and (4) it follows that, if [Hjtl(xj): M,] = 0, then 
[H’(G/P,, IV&~, )): M,] = 0. By (I), it then follows that 
[H’(x,- ,): M,.] =O, provided j>k. Beginning with the fact that 
HN’ ‘(xN) = 0, we see by repetition of the argument that 
CHkW’,,, M,,(x,c ~1)): MAI= 0. 
From Lemma 2.4, we have exact sequences 
(5) 
H’p2(GIP,, Q,,(x,- I)) + H’ ‘(G/P,, M,(Xj- 1)) ‘I * H’ ‘(xi- L) 
+H’p’(G/‘Pg,, Q,(Xj- 1)) + .... 
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By (1) we see that 
[ker 8,: M,] = [coker oi: M,] = 0, if j# k, (6) 
while from (3) and (5) we obtain 
[coker 0,: M;.] = 1. (7) 
We also have exact sequences 
H’- ‘VW’,,, C,Jx, 1)) -+ WX,) A H’- ‘(G/f’s,, Ma,(Xj- 1)) 
Using (2) and (4), we see that 
[ker 9,: Mn] = 0, if j#k, (8) 
[coker $,: M,] = 0, for all j. (9) 
We use the following elementary result on modules of finite length. 
Given maps 
and an irreducible module M, such that [coker C: M] = [ker o: M] = 
[coker o: M] = 0, it follows that [coker(ora): M] = [coker r: M]. We 
apply this repeatedly to the composite map 
8: ffN(XN) * fnX)> 
e=e,*, ...ON$N, 
using (6), (7) (8), (9), and obtain 
[coker 8: M,] = 1. 
As in [Z], the image of 0 is either M, or 0, so that [P(x): M,] = 1, as 
asserted. This proves the theorem. 
EXAMPLE. Letp=3,andletGbeoftypeG,.LetS={a,,cr,},wherea, 
is long and CQ is short, and let ol, o2 be the corresponding fundamental 
weights, so that cur = 2~0, - 3w,, c(~ = -wr +202. Let C(=CX~ + 3u,, and 
take 
X=3aw, +(9b+5)0,, 
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where a, b are nonnegative integers. Then, (x + p, cr” ) = 3a + 9h + 7. Set 
i = t, x, so that 
The first hypothesis of Andersen’s theorem (as stated in the Introduction) 
is satisfied by x and 1. However, there are exactly two elements of X inter- 
mediate between 2 and x with respect o the strong linkage relation, 
/.l = (3a + 3)w, + (9b - 1 )02, 
CJ=(~U-2)w, +(9b+8)02, 
p=.S &, .A+(3a+3)LY,, 1 = s 22.p+(9b+3)%, 
g = Sn2 .A+(9b+6)ax,, x=s I, .0+3ua,, 
so that Andersen’s theorem does not apply. Now, 
(x+p,cr; )=96+6, (o.+p,uy )=9b+9 
are divisible by 3, while 96 + 3, 9h + 6 are not divisible by 9, so that ,D is 
not ~-linked to x. and 2 is not a,-linked to (T. Thus p and c-r are not inter- 
mediate between 2 and x with respect to very strong linkage, and our 
Theorem 3.1 applies to show that [P(x): M,] = 1. 
4. INTERTWINING HOMOMORPHISMS 
We now extend a result of Andersen [3, Theorem 4.11 on the existence 
of intertwining homomorphisms to the more general situation dealt with in 
Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 2, x E X+ . Suppose that A # x, i is very strongly linked 
to x, and that A is maximal among all elements of X with these properties. 
Then, 
dim, Horn&@(X), p(2)) = 1. 
Proof: Our argument follows a remark by Koppinen [7], brought to 
the author’s attention by H. H. Andersen. 
By Theorem 3.1, there is a nonzero homomorphism 8: p(x) -+ Z(n), 
where I(2) is the injective hull of ML. Since M, is the unique simple sub- 
module of P(A), we may regard P(2) as a submodule of Z(I), and it is 
enough to show that this contains the image of 8. If this is not so, then 
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p(x) has a composition factor M,, such that Extk(M,, p(J)) #O, and p 
is different from both x and I.. We have an exact sequence 
o+c+HN(w,.p)‘ML, -+o, 
giving the exact sequence 
Hom,(C, H”(L)) --, Extk(M,,, @(A)) -+ Extk(HN(w, .p), HO(n)). 
Since HN(\~,) .pL) is dual to the module Ho( -)v&)), by Serre duality, we 
have 
by [S, Corollary 3.31. Hence Hom,(C, I?(n)) ~0, so that M, is a com- 
position factor of HN(wO .p). By [8], A is very strongly linked to 11, and p 
is very strongly linked to x, contradicting the maximality of I-. This proves 
the theorem. 
When x is a simple root, we can find a general formula for the character 
of the image of an intertwining homomorphism Ho(x) + @‘(A), in the same 
way as in [3]. If A,(x) is nonempty, that is, (t, . x + p, c(” ) > 0, we saw in 
the proof of Proposition 2.1 that the highest weight in Q,(x) = 
ti(P,/B. x)/M,(x) is t, .x, occurring once. Thus there is a nonzero 
B-homomorphism of @(P,/B, x) on the l-dimensional module of weight 
t, .x, and Frobenius reciprocity then gives a nonzero P,-homomorphism 
0: H’(P,IB, xl + @‘(P,IB, t, .x), 
whose kernel will be denoted N,(X). By calculating 8 explicitly as in [3], 
we see that the image of 0 is N,(t, ‘1) if A,( t, .x) is nonempty, and 0 is 
surjective otherwise. Thus we have an exact sequence 
O-tN,(x)-r~(P,IB,x)~~(P,IB,t,.x) 
--, @( PJB, tf . x) + . + H’)( P, JB, t; x) + 0, 
where n is the largest integer for which (t”, . x + p, LI ” ) > 0. 
We say that a dominant character x is in general position with respect to 
cz, if H’( N,(X)) = 0, for all i > 0. This is always the case if the distance of x 
from the walls of the dominant chamber is great, relative to the value of 
rjp(x + p, LX ” ), for example, if x = tf . p for some p in X+. As in [3], if x is 
in general position, we have an exact sequence 
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Let ch A denote the formal character corresponding to 1, as given by 
Weyl’s formula. We now obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let x E X+, CI E S, and suppose 2 is in general position 
with respect to c(. Let e = v,(x + p, c(” ), and suppose 0 < np’+ ’ < 
(X+p,a”)<(n+l)p’+‘. Then there is an intertwining homomorphism 
H’-‘(x) -+ @( t, . x) whose image has formal character equal to 
-C;t=, ch(X-kp’+‘cr). 
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